When one checks another check mark next to it each time it is used.

For harvesting in all four regions.

You may use the information from each column once each time that land is ready to be harvested along the Gulf of Mexico.

Sample sentence: The shipping of goods or products to foreign countries is an economic opportunity prevalent in the

Your sentence (economic, political, or environmental).

Rape, plant, and tree. You must also indicate the type of doctor in

How I live. You must underline/highlight the word or phrase you have chosen. You must also indicate the type of doctor in

England, take salt, limestone

Hazardous

Water, air, and food

Ranch cattle, sheep and goats

Nuclear power

Mining

Farming, cattle

Loss of rainfall

Beaches

Low population

Rough terrain

Mountains

Bay and Gulf

Gas and oil

Lumber and timber industry

Shipping

Inhibition to farming

Column 3

Column 2

Column 1

Class Period

Date

Name